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Background – HMI’s Terms of Reference
•
•

•

“A market inquiry is thus a general investigation into the state, nature and form
of competition in a market…”
“The Commission is initiating an inquiry into the private healthcare sector
because it has reason to believe that there are features of the sector that
prevent, distort or restrict competition.”
“The main objectives of the market inquiry are to:
– Evaluate the nature of price determination in private healthcare with reference to:
• The extent of competition between different categories of providers and
funders;
• The extent of countervailing bargaining power between different providers
and funders; and
• The level and structure of prices of key services, including an assessment of
profitability and costs;

– Evaluate and determine what factors have led to observed increases in
private healthcare prices and expenditure in South Africa.”
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Background – HMI’s Terms of Reference
•

•
•

Accordingly, the HMI is required, inter alia, to establish:
– what features of the private healthcare sector prevent, distort or restrict
competition;
– the extent of competition between providers;
– the extent of countervailing bargaining power between providers and
funders; and
– an assessment of profitability and costs.
These factors, amongst others, should inform whether a fundamental remedial
measure such as “price regulation” is warranted?
However, there is no detailed or in-depth analysis of any of these factors in
the tariff determination paper published by the HMI or any other paper
published by the HMI.
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HMI assertion #1: ARMs and networks are not very
important in negotiations
Implementation of alternative reimbursement models (ARMs) such as per diems, fixed fees and Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGs) and
discounts for DSP or network options tend to feature as a limited part of tariff determination.
(Paragraph 16, in Tariff Determination paper, emphasis added)

Evidence in the Bargaining Paper and update submitted by Netcare includes:
• Network options actively channel patients to ‘in-network’ hospitals, and they do not
face particularly problematic barriers when seeking to exclude, or threaten to exclude
large hospitals.
• Hospital providers benefit from incremental volumes when networks bring in new lives.
Netcare has actively sought participation in networks.
• The threat of removal from these networks incentivises hospital providers to offer
lower prices during negotiations.
• The evidence in the bargaining paper submitted on behalf of Netcare shows that
ARMs and networks are an important element of negotiations.
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HMI assertion #2: Little consideration of costs,
utilisation or quality
Negotiations between funders and service providers are largely based on a single, annual headline adjustment…complemented by additional
provider…network negotiations... In both circumstances, there is little to no consideration for actual costs, utilisation, quality or other
important metrics.” (HMI, para 26.2 in Tariff Determination paper, emphasis added)

Evidence in the Bargaining Paper and update includes:
• Costs: documentary evidence from negotiations indicates actual cost growth plays an
important role. Funders have significant case mix adjusted cost information (price and
utilization analysis) for every segment of healthcare spend.
• Utilisation: Networks and ARMs are significant elements of annual negotiations (see
previous slide) and are expressly designed to impact utilization e.g. Networks offer
discounts for patient volume and hence utilization.
• Quality: Is in the documentary record as a matter for discussion during negotiations.
Commentary
• The HMI have not responded meaningfully to the evidence in the Bargaining Paper or published
any of their own substantive analysis. This assertion is not supported by Netcare’s evidence.
• It is not even clear from the HMIs Tariff Determination paper whether the HMI is concerned that
there would be too little or too much investment in quality under current arrangements.
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HMI assertion #3: There is a waterbed effect
…smaller medical schemes are used by large hospital groups to compensate for missed tariff targets during
their negotiations with schemes represented by large administrators. (HMI, para 26.6 in Tariff Determination
paper)

Evidence in the Bargaining Paper and update includes:

Commentary

• Smaller schemes also achieve significant discounts through
negotiations with hospital groups.
• Price differentials across medical schemes are not necessarily an
indication of a competition problem, and may be desirable as they:
– Enable expanding market access – markets that would otherwise
be un-served can now be served.
– Make it cheaper to compete – there is greater incentive to offer
discounts in a market segment rather than to the entire market.
– Enable efficient recovery of fixed costs (Frank Ramsey, 1929).
– Enhance dynamic efficiency – more efficient medical schemes
achieve lower costs and in turn offer lower prices. So
consumption reallocated towards provision by more efficient
medical schemes; and the provision of incentives for medical
schemes to be efficient.

• The HMI have provided no
meaningful analysis to
support the assertion that
there is a problematic
“waterbed effect” here.
• Price differentials across
medical schemes do not
suffice to indicate a
competition problem on any
conventional analysis – and
quite often indicate the
opposite!
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HMI assertion #4: Market power and market
concentration
…market power has shifted in favour of large hospital players in the prevailing environment.” (HMI para 26.4)
Independent and smaller hospitals have limited capacity to participate in provider networks ….[which imposes] restrictions on the smaller
facilities and schemes to effectively negotiate and therefore compete against the larger players may lead to smaller players being forced
out of the market and continue the trend of increasing market concentration. Such concentration is unlikely to result in pro-competitive
market outcomes, especially on the service provision side. (HMI para 26.9)

Commentary

Evidence in Response to public submissions
and Bargaining Paper:
• Evidence presented in the Bargaining Paper suggested
that at least for a considerable proportion of Netcare’s
revenue, the balance of bargaining power lay with the
funders.
• In most cases Netcare has between 3-5 competitors per
hospital.
• The growth in hospital concentration largely pre-dates
the move away from collective bargaining in 2004.
• It is not clear that measures of national concentration
are relevant for an assessment of hospital or funder
bargaining power – economics suggests that their
outside options should be the focus of a proper
analysis.

•

•
•

HMI have provided no analysis or evidence to
support the assertion that there has been a
relevant increase in concentration after the move
away from collective bargaining in 2004. Econex
analysis shows that concentration has in fact
shifted in favour of administrators.
The HMI has not presented evidence that smaller
players are being “forced out” by the use of
networks.
Networks are in fact generally good for consumers
as they achieve discounts by directing patient
volumes. Networks are unlikely to be feasible
under collective bargaining and this could
prejudice the consumer.
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HMI assertion #5: Collective bargaining supported by
information exchange would be pro-competitive
A review of the 2004 decision by the Commission to re-introduce collective bargaining under conditions that will be permissible
under the Competition Act. We recognise that sharing of certain information would not only enhance the tariff
determination process, but is also essential if we are to move from price only contracts to true risk-sharing models. Examples of
relevant information that should be shared by stakeholders during negotiations include utilisation, quality, coding, inflation and
product cost data and/or statistics. (HMI, para 26.6 in Tariff Determination paper, emphasis added)

• The SACC banned collective bargaining
agreements in private healthcare in 2004 as a
form of price-fixing. It would require very
compelling evidence to reverse this stance.
• Bilateral engagements have promoted innovation
(ARM’s and DSP’s) and fostered competition
between providers.

Commentary
• The HMI so far has presented
no evidence that such an
approach would be justified as
a proportionate solution to a
well identified competition
problem.
• A conventional competition
approach would be rightly
cautious about the inherent
risks in such a remedy.
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HMI assertion #6: Collective bargaining would
require regulation
The HMI is of the view that collective bargaining alone, even under acceptable conditions from a competition perspective, may not
yield the desired cost-effective, quality outcomes….As a result of these factors, we are of the view that price regulation bears
consideration. We would like to explore this subject… (Paragraph 31-32, in Tariff Determination paper, emphasis added)

• Price controls are not the best instruments for
controlling costs.
• The CMA decided against using price controls
during their investigation into the private
healthcare market in the UK, after concluding it
would have a likely distortionary effect:
“[…] a price control would create potentially
damaging distortions to the market, particularly
with regard to quality and range, as well as being
very costly to implement, monitor and enforce.”
(CMA “Private healthcare market investigation –
final report”, 2 April 2014, para. 11.59.)

Commentary
• The HMI has so far provided no
meaningful evidence that there is
actually a competition problem.
• Price controls are not usually the
best instruments for solving
competition problems generally (let
alone when the problem would be
created by a misguided
intervention - the re-introduction of
collective bargaining!)
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Summary of Netcare’s preliminary response
to HMI’s assertions
• The HMI’s preliminary observations:
– are not referenced or supported by any facts, evidence or
analysis whatsoever;
– do not engage with, or comment on, or reference any of
Netcare’s extensive expert reports over a three year period;
– Are one dimensional, and do not take account of various
independent expert critiques of certain of the statements
referenced by the HMI in their preliminary observations and
therefore do not appear to be objective.
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Netcare pricing: fair, competitive and market-related
prices
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Regulating prices is inappropriate as prices are not excessive
and the regulation is likely to be problematic and costly
•

In summary:
– FTI’s analysis of Netcare’s profitability does not indicate that
prices are excessive and hence regulation or remedies
affecting prices would be inappropriate and at best premature.
– in the UK, the CMA did not consider that price regulation would
be effective at increasing competition. Instead, they found that
regulatory intervention would be problematic and similar issues
would be likely to arise in South Africa.
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Regulating prices is inappropriate as prices are not excessive
and the regulation is likely to be problematic and costly

•

FTI have considered the profitability of Netcare in detail in a
number of reports provided to the HMI. In each case FTI found no
evidence that Netcare’s prices or profitability was excessive.

•

In FTI’s most recent report dated 20 January 2017, FTI responded
to the analysis provided by the HMI, in which the HMI was advised
and assisted by KPMG.
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FTI’s profitability analysis does not indicate excessive prices
or profitability and hence price regulation is not appropriate
•

•

FTI’s analysis indicated (see, for example GH6: 2.4 to 2.6):
–

under FTI’s assumptions and calculations, Netcare’s prices were not in
excess of economic cost and hence could not be considered
excessive;

–

even under the HMI / KPMG adjustments to FTI’s analysis, Netcare’s
profitability was not above the level expected to prevail in a
competitive and sustainable market. This is because the difference
between actual prices and economic value (under the HMI / KPMG
assumptions) was not unreasonable; and

–

no further analysis has been presented to indicate that Netcare’s
prices or profitability are excessive.

As both the FTI analysis and the HMI / KPMG’s analysis do not indicate
that prices are excessive, it would be inappropriate to consider regulating
prices.
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The CMA considered price regulation would be ineffective in the UK
private healthcare market. SA is likely to have similar difficulties
•

In the UK private healthcare market investigation, the CMA (the UK
Competition and Market’s Authority) considered whether price regulation
might be appropriate.

•

The CMA ruled out any possibility of introducing price regulation in the UK
for private hospitals where competitive concerns were found because they
considered price regulation:
–
–
–
–
–

–

would be very difficult and costly to set up and run;
may be vulnerable to circumvention and could impact on quality;
may discourage innovation and the introduction of new and better treatments
and procedures;
would be likely to discourage new entry;
would require the provision of some form of adjudication in the event of
disputes and would be likely to have unintended consequences and perverse
incentives e.g. reduced investment; and
would be likely to lead to market distortions even if a ‘light touch’ regime of
reducing prices by a set percentage each year.
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The CMA considered price regulation would be ineffective in the UK
private healthcare market. SA is likely to have similar difficulties

•

Although there are differences between the UK and South African
markets, these reasons are still informative as to why such
regulation may not be appropriate in South Africa.

•

It would be inappropriate for the HMI to consider price regulation
without first considering these issues.
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HMI provides no evidence or assessment of competitive conditions in South Africa’s
private healthcare sector or cost-based reasons for prices
•

Market conditions are conducive to effective competition and no evidence of substantial market power

•

October 2014, April 2015, and July 2015 Compass Lexecon reports provided extensive empirical analyses of
market definition, structural and competitor analyses, and entry and expansion conditions: These provided
comprehensive empirical assessment of actual private hospital competition by geographic area in South Africa
using internationally accepted methods for defining, measuring and reporting on competition in each local
geography and for regional areas. These show there are numerous competitive alternatives offering an array
of services and facilities in local geographies for the vast majority of areas. Market conditions in private
hospital markets in South Africa are dynamic with substantial entry (29 hospitals) and expansion by 51
hospitals into geographies that is further deconcentrating and responsive to local needs.

•

April 2015 reports on public submissions and 2015-2017 Reports on the WHO/OECD Working Paper
provided extensive evidence of reliance on competition rather than price regulation for private sector, and
significant potential costs from price regulation of the private sector: This comprehensive review
demonstrated that the public submissions and WHO/OECD Working Paper rely mistakenly on references to
regulation of public sector purchases from public or private sector hospitals to support claims that
competition does not work in the private sector or that countries commonly use benchmark or regulated
prices for the private hospital sector.

•

These demonstrate competitive conditions in local, regional and national geographies and refute hypotheses
of substantial market power or lack of workable competition or market failure as basis for price regulation.
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No empirical basis provided for price regulation or that country-wide price
regulation of the private sector yields benefits or is better than competition
•

Evidence further substantiates the benefits from competition and the significant costs associated with
(unneeded) regulation. While there are limited studies comparing relative prices or trends for similar private
sectors with regulated and unregulated prices, available studies do not support benefits from price controls
over competition. Indeed, these confirm that reliance on the market and workable competition yields benefits
without the significant administrative and other costs associated with regulation. For example, Compass
Lexecon’s report documented the benefits from deregulation of pricing of the private sector in Netherlands,
and the benefits of competition. “[R]eal prices in the [deregulated] segment B have declined, reflecting the
increased bargaining power of health insurers.” Paragraphs 104-105 of April 29, 2015 Report citations omitted.
Other data on the Netherlands is confirmative:

•

“In sum, the Netherlands is a good place to look for the effects of rate setting versus markets on prices and
spending, since they have employed both. A quick look at some descriptive statistics. If anything, shifting to
markets may have substantially reduced price growth…from about 2008-2009 to 2010-2011 prices were falling
in the deregulated segment while they were still growing in the price controlled segment. This doesn’t
necessarily mean that competition controls prices and rate setting does not (lots of other things could be
going on), but neither do we see what we’d expect if rate setting was doing a superior job of controlling
prices.” (Martin Gaynor and Misja Mikkers, “Are Price Controls the Answer? Netherlands Edition,”
Compassionate Economics, February 27, 2013, http://martingaynor.blogspot.com/2013/02/are-price-controlsanswer-netherlands.html(accessed October 11, 2017).
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No empirical basis provided for price regulation or that country-wide price
regulation of the private sector yields benefits or is better than competition

Hospital prices are divided into regulated (Segment A) and
freely negotiated (Segment B)…. Prices for Segment B
services are freely negotiated with health insurers and
typically encompass less complex services (for example,
knee and hip replacements.
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HMI includes no evidence or assessment of competitive conditions in South
Africa’s private healthcare sector or cost-based reasons for prices
•

Compass Lexecon’s 2015-2017 reports provide extensive review of the WHO/OECD Working Paper, its underlying
data and methodology (to the extent provided) and its analyses of South Africa private sector prices and reported
OECD country relative prices. These reports demonstrate that the HMI lacks any reliable pricing data for South Africa
from these sources or any basis for concluding that prices are excessive. There is no cost-based or other evidence that
South Africa’s private sector average prices are “unreasonable,” non-competitive or excessive or that they are
increasing at a high rate relative to costs or as compared to rates of increase of hospital inflation in OECD countries

•

The WHO/OECD South Africa’s private sector prices are inadequate and economically unsound for evaluating the
economic reasonableness of South Africa’s private hospital sector pricing or pricing trends. They do not include any
cost, margin, profitability, expense or other measures or analyses relevant to the assessment of whether any observed
prices or changes in prices in the South Africa private sector are “high”, are changing at a unusually high rate of
increase relative to underlying costs or medical expense, or are at levels to support any conclusions of excessive
pricing. The lack of any cost data or cost controls for South Africa or for any other country means that no valid South
Africa analyses or comparative analyses can be conducted.

•

WHO/OECD country prices are not like-for-like with South Africa private sector prices and are inappropriate
benchmarks for comparisons between South Africa and OECD countries: they are public sector and not private sector;
they rely on “quasi-prices” which are reported prices and not cost-based prices or market prices and not comparable
to South Africa prices. Central European countries are particularly poor benchmarks given potentially below cost
prices. There are many statistical and methodological issues with the comparative analyses that make the reported
cross-country and relative price comparisons unreliable for the HMI purposes. That said, any relative analyses show
that South Africa’s private sector prices compare favorably with the vast majority of OECD countries.
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It is important to have regard to the impact of the current
regulatory regime on costs in the private healthcare sector
• The current South African regulatory regime governing private
healthcare needs to be considered in relation to its impact on the
costs of providing private healthcare:
– A high and increasing quadruple burden of disease and an ageing
population within medical schemes;
– Significant reduction in the number of beds in the public sector
notwithstanding population growth and severe challenges facing public
healthcare;
– A chronic shortage of medical professionals including nurses and
doctors (particularly specialists) in both the public and private sector;
and
– An inflexible and inefficient regulatory and administrative regime
(including the HPCSA) that constrains innovation, limits competition and
results in increased costs and prevents hospitals from being able to be
able to react quickly to increased demand.
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Reasons for increase in private healthcare
expenditure over time
• The principal industry role players all appear to be in agreement that
inflation and increases in utilisation are some of the primary reasons
for the increase in private healthcare expenditure.
• Discovery Health Submission 17 Nov 2014 (page 8):
“Annual tariff increases are therefore a minor factor in
explaining the difference between CPI and annual premium
increases. Over 90% of this difference is attributable to increases
in volume of services consumed by scheme members each year,
due to both demand and supply side factors, with demand side
factors being by far the most important”.
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Reasons for increase in private healthcare
expenditure
• As a consequence of the existing regulatory regime, there are
certain additional costs and inefficiencies which arise, which are
beyond the control of private hospitals.
• Existing regulations restrict efficiencies:
– Private hospitals cannot employ doctors.
– Private hospitals cannot source medicines in the most cost-effective
manner.
– Private medical schools are not permitted.
– Private hospitals cannot add additional beds or build new hospitals
without prior regulatory approval.
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Reasons for increase in private healthcare
expenditure – potential remedial measures
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Existing Regulatory Framework – Reference Price Lists
•

•
•

•

The National Health Act already provides the Minister with the power to make
regulations to determine a process regarding reference price lists (“recommended
prices”) for healthcare services in South Africa (“the NHRPL”), see sections 90(1)
(a) and (v) of the National Health Act.
On 7 July 2017, the Department of Health published Notice 660 entitled, “NHI
Implementation. Institutions Bodies and Commissions that must be Established”.
In terms of the Notice, it is proposed that a National Health Pricing Advisory
Committee be established.
HMI’s proposals do not appear to be consistent with current regulatory framework
and would require further legislative intervention or amendments.
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Process and procedure
•

•
•

•

According to the HMI it “has had extensive engagements with many
interested stakeholders on the tariff determination process through public
hearings, written submissions and bilateral engagements. The HMI will
now further engage specific stakeholders based largely on oral and written
submissions it has had an opportunity to review.”
However, we do not believe there have in fact been “extensive”
engagements on “tariff determination” and many other related issues.
Singular failure by the HMI to engage meaningfully with stakeholders on this
topic and many other related issues including:
– failure to provide sufficient underlying data relating to various HMI
reports while requiring stakeholders to provide all their underlying data;
and
– failure to respond to letters setting out concerns.
In conclusion on process and procedure, manifest failure of substantive and
procedural fairness.
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Appendix: Reasons for increase in private
healthcare expenditure medical scheme regulations
• Originally intended that social solidarity principles governing medical
schemes would be balanced by further regulatory reform including
mandatory membership.
• These would reduce cost of membership and address the risk of
anti-selection, i.e. old and unhealthy are incentivised to join
schemes, young and healthy not incentivised to do so.
• Also intended to introduce progressive solvency requirements which
would reduce costs of medical schemes.
• This has not yet occurred.
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Appendix: Reasons for increase in private
healthcare expenditure medical scheme regulations
• Approximately 8.6% in increases in contributions from 2001 – 2004
were driven by solvency requirements.
• Open enrolment and community rating preclude schemes from
differentiating between low-risk and high-risk beneficiaries.
• Creates incentive for younger, healthier people only to join when
they are older, become ill or see a clear need for health services, for
example, childbirth.
• Anti-selective behaviour leads to a deteriorating risk profile within
medical schemes which in turn leads to higher costs for
beneficiaries of the schemes, making the scheme less attractive
(actuarial death spiral).
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Appendix: Reasons for increase in private
healthcare expenditure
Hospital Price
Inflation
7.9%

Hospital Utilisation
Increases
4.5%

14,0%
12,0%

2,3%

10,0%
8,0%
6,0%

1,3%

0,9%

Netcare
real price
inflation

Length of
stay
increases

0,7%

0,6%

5,9%

Real inflation of hospital prices
contribute only a small
percentage of the total increase
in hospital expenditure over
time.

4,0%
2,0%
0,0%
CPI

Level of Admission Residual
acuity
rate
utilisation
increases increases increases

Source: CMS annual returns, Stats SA, Netcare data, 2000-2013
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Appendix: Reasons for increase in private
healthcare expenditure
Indexed PMB costs using REF tables, age only and with
chronic disease, versus indexed average age by year*
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Open and restricted scheme contribution income
per beneficiary per annum indexed **
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Average age index

Risk profile of scheme beneficiaries has worsened over
time, contributing 1.9% to cost increases per annum.
Considering age only underestimates this effect.

2000
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2012
2013

0

Open

Restricted

Open medical scheme contributions escalate faster than
restricted schemes by 2.1% per annum, in the same
operating environment, illustrating the effect of anti-selection
due to incomplete regulations.

* REF tables maintained by Professor Heather McLeod up to 2010. There is no updated publicly
available data on the chronic disease list profile of the industry as a whole
** CMS annual reports
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Appendix: Reasons for increase in private
healthcare expenditure
• Insight has calculated that: “[a]lmost 2% of cost increases per
annum in Prescribed Minimum Benefit total costs can be attributed
to ageing membership and chronic disease profile changes.”
• Addressing adverse selection improves the risk profile and,
according to ordinary insurance principles, an improved risk profile
decreases the cost of membership for each member.
• Could be achieved through mandatory membership requirement.
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Appendix: Reasons for increase in private healthcare
expenditure: medical devices and surgicals
•
•
•
•

•

•

Approximately 25-30% of medical scheme expenditure in respect of Netcare
is in relation to surgicals, medical devices and medicines.
Medical devices and surgicals are charged at cost price.
Medicines are charged at the single exit price, in terms of the current
regulatory regime (no dispensing fee is charged).
There is a significant price differential using a 2011 analysis performed by
Netcare (using data from 2010) comparing medicines obtained by its UK
subsidiary compared to domestic prices of the same medicines. The
weighted average cost was significantly higher in SA between the prices at
which Netcare is able to procure medicines in SA as compared to the UK.
If Netcare were able to freely source medicines internationally, this could
potentially result in significant cost reductions, based on international
benchmarks.
The DOH appears to agree that there is room for further efficiency gains in
this regard (page 10).
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Appendix: Reasons for increase in private
healthcare expenditure
• UK benchmarking in 2011 (using 2010 pricing) showed glaring
disparities in drug pricing:
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